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sport definition meaning merriam webster May 12 2024
the meaning of sport is to amuse oneself frolic how to use sport in a sentence synonym discussion of sport

sport english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 11 2024
a game competition or activity needing physical effort and skill that is played or done according to rules for
enjoyment and or as a job football basketball and hockey are all team sports i enjoy winter sports like skiing
and skating

sport n ¹ meanings etymology and more oxford english Mar 10
2024
in early use the sense of sport as a diversion or amusement is paramount by the 18th and 19th centuries the
term was often used with reference to hunting shooting and fishing see blood field sports at the first element

dictionary of sports studies oxford reference Feb 09 2024
addressing the need for an a z reference guide in the field of sports studies this dictionary is essential reading
for students of sports studies and the related disciplines of leisure and recreation studies sports science and
physical education

sport definition meaning dictionary com Jan 08 2024
sport definition an athletic activity requiring skill or physical prowess and often of a competitive nature as
racing baseball tennis golf bowling wrestling boxing hunting fishing etc see examples of sport used in a
sentence

sport noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 07
2023
activity that you do for pleasure and that needs physical effort or skill usually done in a special area and
according to fixed rules there are excellent facilities for sport and recreation i m not interested in sport it s
very difficult to make a career in professional sport british english do you do any sport

category glossaries of sports wikipedia Nov 06 2023
pages in category glossaries of sports the following 50 pages are in this category out of 50 total this list may
not reflect recent changes

category sports terminology wikipedia Oct 05 2023
sports terminology the subcategories of this category are for articles on specific terms for glossaries of terms
please place the glossaries in category glossaries of sports and if one exists the sport specific subcategory of
category sports terminology do not a create a sport specific subcategory just to hold a lone glossary article it

sport topic from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary Sep 04
2023
sports ball and racket sports see all american football ball sports in general baseball basketball cricket football
golf other ball sports rugby tennis sports other sports see all athletics combat sports cycling equine sports
extreme sports other sports pool and snooker sports in general winter sports sports water sports see all



sport definition meaning britannica dictionary Aug 03 2023
sport meaning 1 a contest or game in which people do certain physical activities according to a specific set of
rules and compete against each other often used in the plural especially in u s english to refer to sports in a
general way 2 sports in general

sports definition meaning dictionary com Jul 02 2023
sports definition of or relating to a sport or sports especially of the open air or athletic kind see examples of
sports used in a sentence

sport noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 01
2023
go on be a sport used when asking someone to help you see sport in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary
check pronunciation sport definition of sport noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

sport definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 30 2023
a game competition or activity needing physical effort and skill that is played or done according to rules for
enjoyment and or as a job football basketball and hockey are all team sports i enjoy winter sports like skiing
and skating

oxford dictionary of sports science medicine oxford reference Mar
30 2023
this dictionary covers all the major areas of sports science and medicine including anatomy biomechanics
exercise physiology nutrition sports psychology sports sociology sports injuries and training principles

sport wikipedia Feb 26 2023
sport is a form of physical activity or game 1 often competitive and organized sports use maintain or improve
physical ability and skills they also provide enjoyment to participants and in some cases entertainment to
spectators 2

sport definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Jan 28 2023
a game or activity that people do to keep healthy or for enjoyment often competing against each other winter
sports team sports fewer examples the sport is awash with money he dropped a bombshell by announcing that
he was quitting the sport his favourite sport is tennis

sport definition meaning dictionary com Dec 27 2022
sport definition an athletic activity requiring skill or physical prowess and often of a competitive nature as
racing baseball tennis golf bowling wrestling boxing hunting fishing etc see examples of sport used in a
sentence

sports wordreference com dictionary of english Nov 25 2022
sport an often competitive athletic activity requiring skill or physical ability countable interested in several
sports gymnastics baseball and soccer sport such activities thought of as a group uncountable and now news
from the world of sport uncountable recreation diversion



sport of athletics wikipedia Oct 25 2022
references external links sport of athletics appearance hide athletics is a group of sporting events that involves
competitive running jumping throwing and walking 1 the most common types of athletics competitions are
track and field road running cross country running and racewalking

100 basketball terms to understand the sport dictionary com Sep
23 2022
double dribble a violation in which the ball is dribbled touched with two hands at once and then dribbled again
three second violation while on offense being in the paint for more than the allowed three seconds the
violation is often simply called three seconds
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